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When it comes to growing a robust mustache, masticating red meat, building a chair, or wooing a
woman, who better to educate you than the always charming, always manly Nick Offerman, best
known as Parks and Recreationâ€™s Ron Swanson? Combining his trademark comic voice and
very real expertise in carpentry, Paddle Your Own Canoe features tales from Offermanâ€™s
childhood (born, literally, in the middle of an Illinois cornfield) to his theater days in Chicago to the,
frankly, magnificent seduction of his wife, Megan Mullally. Offerman also shares his hard-bitten
battle strategies in the arenas of manliness, love, styles, and religion, and invaluable advice on
getting the utmost pleasure out of woodworking, assorted meats, outdoor recreations, and other
palatable entrees.
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Here the situation.If you like Ron Swanson. Don't get this book. This is not "Parks and Rec: The
novel". This is an autobiography. I think 90% of the complaints are from people who expected this
book to be an extension of Ron Swanson character - talking about eating lots of meat and
complaining about Tammy 2. Instead, they got a book about an actors rather ideal life in middle
America, his entry into the theater world and his struggle to finding acting jobs in LA.The books is
however, HILARIOUS. Nick talks about his life in a very open and honest manner, going over both
mistakes and victories. He is middle of the line political person, but also has strong views and yes, a
pretty libertarian stance. He pulls no punches making fun of folks who are dependant on technology
- since ALOT of folks are depenant, I'm sure many of the complaints here are from folks who were

likely irked by his constant ribbing of folks who can't line with Instagram, a GPS and would die with
two hours if left alone in the wilderness.If your an open-minded person (which most people are not)
then this is a VERY helpful book. He has alot of earthy advice on everything from drug use, to
dating, to sex, to eating right, work ethic, etc. NICK OFFERMAN IS NOT RON SWANSON. Nor
does he claim to be. Ron Swanson is an over-the-top version of Nick Offerman, written by writers
who knew Nick. Nick Offerman does enjoy fishing, immensely. He doesn't not perfer hunting, tho
understands many do. Nick Offerman eat's salad and veggies, but won't turn away a nice steak.
Nick Offerman likes to hit the bong and watch Twin Peaks, as opposed to Ron Swanson who would
mostly be found carving 1/110th 18th Century Spanish Gallon from a fallen tree near his cabin with
nothing but a pen knife.

As soon as I saw this book was available I purchased it for my Kindle and read it that same evening.
As a long time fan of Parks and Rec as well as Offerman's other work, I was really excited. I know
that Ron Swanson is a fictional character, but one of the things that sets the charachter apart is how
little Offerman has to "act" to be believed. As a trip to the Offerman Woodshop website will show
you, he truly is passionate about some of the same things that Ron Swanson espouses. He also
has a killer 'stache. That's sadly where the similarities end.(SPOILER ALERT: I reflect on things I
didn't like in the text, with minor specifics. Proceed with caution if you want to be suprised by the
tale of his life)I didn't expect a book "by Ron Swanson" but the only amusing parts of this work are
written in the spirit of the character. I laughed out loud several times only to realize it was Mr.
Offerman "taking his character's voice" briefly. He then promplty rebukes the sentiment that was
amusing in the first place. Offerman takes great pains to point out that he is not the source for Ron
Swanson, and is even somewhat self referential about why anyone would find his real story
compelling. He's right there, as I struggled through several chapters that only served the purpose of
recounting his experiences with high school girls. These stories are neither unique nor meaningful,
in fact they're mostly boring. Awkward teenage romance has been mined pretty well, Offerman
strikes nothing new here.Perhaps the greatest dissapointment was the sheer amount of time spent
on opinions. I'm inclined to accept Mr. Offerman's opinion on things he likely knows a great deal
about, like growing a mustache or using a hand plane.
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